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(Communicated by Linda Keen)

Abstract. We consider a class s£ of affine interval exchange maps of the in-

terval and we analyse several ergodic properties of the elements of this class,

among them the existence of absolutely continuous invariant probability mea-

sures. The maps of this class are parametrised by two values a and b , where

a, b G (0, 1). There is a renormalization map T defined from s? to itself

producing an attractor given by the set 31 of pure rotations, i.e. the set of

{a, b) such that b = 1 - a . The density of the absolutely continuous invariant

probability and the rotation number of the elements of the class j/ are ex-

plicitly calculated. We also show how the continued fraction expansion of this

rotation number can be obtained from the renormalization map.

Introduction

Let a, b € (0, 1) and consider the map /: [0, 1) —» [0, 1) given by

/(*) = <

1 _ a r       n   ^ L
a H--.— x, for 0 < x < b ;

b

(x - b), for b < x < 1 .
I 1-6

The graph of / is shown in Figure 1 on the next page. Let s/* denote the class

of such maps. We show in the first part of this paper that every map in sf*
has an absolutely continuous invariant probability measure. We also obtain a
formula for the density of the invariant measure and the rotation number of the

map in terms of the parameters a and b . In the second part of the paper we

define a renormalization map acting on j/' and we show that the set of pure

rotations is an attractor for that map. In addition we show how the continued

fraction expansion of the rotation number of a map fes/* can be obtained

from the renormalization map.

We should note that in the case the rotation number of / € sf* is irrational,

the existence of an absolutely continuous invariant probability measure for /
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can be proved using the idea contained in the proof of Theorem 2 below and

Proposition VI.7.7.1 of [He], the latter being a result by Petersen [Pe]. Here

we give a different (also simple) proof of this fact which enables us to compute

explicitly the density of the invariant measure and the rotation number of the

map. In relation to this problem we should point out that in Section VI. 7

of [He], Herman considers a class of piecewise affine homeomorphisms of the

circle (with two slopes) which does not admit invariant er-finite measures.

After completing an earlier version of this paper, we learned that Bosher-

nitzan [Bo] has previously considered the class of maps sf* to give an example

of a homeomorphism of the circle with the property that the restriction of the

map to the set of rationals QC[0, 1) is a bijection onto Q, and the orbit of

every rational is dense in the circle. The example is produced by taking rational

parameters a and b such that the rotation number of the map is irrational. In
the existence proof of this result, an explicit expression for the density of the

invariant measure and the rotation number in terms of the slopes of the map is

mentioned.

Now we state some conventions we will apply throughout this paper. Since

the values of a = f(0) and b = f~l(0) uniquely define the map /, the set

sf* can be parametrised by the open square (0, 1) x (0, 1) and we will often

refer to / by the pair of parameters (a, b). The parameter b is referred to

as the critical point of /. We will denote the derivative Df by a = (1 - a)/b

on [0,e),andby ß = a/(l-b) on [b, 1).
The map / induces a piecewise affine homeomorphism of the circle which

we also denote by /. Since the derivative of / has bounded variation, recall

from the Denjoy Theorem that if the rotation number p of f is irrational,

then there are no wandering intervals for /, and equivalently, f is conjugate

to the rotation by p (cf. [De 1,2]). In the case b — \-a, then / is the rotation

by a . We shall denote the latter subset of sf* by ^* and refer to it as the set

of pure rotations. The symbols sf and M are reserved to denote s/* U {Id}
and ¿%* U {Id} respectively, where Id stands for the identity map on [0, 1).

1.  THE INVARIANT MEASURE

In order to show that every fes/* has an invariant probability which is

equivalent to Lebesgue measure, we need the following results.
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Proposition 1. Let fes/* be given. Then either there exists m > 1 such that

fm = Id or f" e sf* for every n > 1. In the latter case, let the pair (a„, b„)

represent f" and let a„ and ß„ be the derivatives of f" on [0, b„) and [b„, 1)

respectively. Then for all n>\ we have

<•» £-fan        a

Proof. Assume that f" e sf* and that (1) holds.  We will show that either
fn+l = Id, or fn+l esf* and (1) holds for n + 1.

Recall from the definition of the parameters of /" that an = f"(0) and

b„ = f~n(0). Define z = f~\bn) ; then we note that fn+x{z) = 0. Now the

only points where f"+i could be discontinuous are b and z . However, fn+l

is continuous at b since

lim f"+l(x) =   lim f"(y) = a„ ,
x-*b- y—>1-

and
lim fn+l(x) =  lim fn(y) = an .

x—b+ y-*0+

Next we show that fn+l is linear on each of the intervals [0, z) and (z, 1] if

z t¿ 0, and fn+l = Id if z = 0. First suppose that z ^ 0 and b > z ; then
in this case the derivative Df"+l is constant by parts and equal to aa„ , a/?„

and /?(*„, respectively, on [0, z), [z,è) and [b, 1). Since by hypothesis

/VQn = /?/Q, we conclude that the derivative Dfn+X matches on both sides

of b. Therefore /"+1 e sf*, bn+\ = z, an+\ = f"(a), an+\ = aan and

/?„+i = a ßn . Consequently we have

ßn+l    =   ßn   =   ß

an+l        an        a '

We note from the above proof that in the case z = 0 we have fn+x linear on

[0,1) and hence fn+l must be the identity map on [0, 1).

Now suppose z ^ 0 and b < z. In this case, the derivative Dfn+i is

constant by parts and equal to a ßn , an ß and ßn ß , respectively, on [0, b),

[b, z) and [z, 1). Thus we also conclude that the derivative Df"+l matches on

both sides of b. Therefore fn+l e sf*, bn+\ = z, an+\ — f"(a), a„+i = aß„

and /?„+i = ß ßn , which implies

ßn+l ß
D

an+l

Remark 1. From the above proposition and the fact that every f e sf* does

not have fixed points, we conclude that f" e sf* for all « > 1 if and only if

the rotation number of / is irrational. Alternatively, there exists m > 1 such

that fm — Id if and only if the rotation number of / is rational.

Proposition 2. For each fesf* there exists M > 1 such that for all n > 1,

(2) 1/M <  \\Dfn\\  < M .

Proof. We show that M = max{a/ß ; ß/a} satisfies (2). Suppose / is such

that /" £ sf* for all n > 1, and a < ß. Then an < 1 < ß„ for all n > 1 ,
and for x e [0, b„) we have

1/M <  ^  < ßn-ß  = a„ = \Df"(x)\ <  1.
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Also for x e [bn , 1 ) we have

1  <  \Dfn(x)\ = ßn = a„- < 2- < M.
a        a

If a > ß a similar inequality holds. Now if a = ß , then / is a pure rotation

and (2) also holds. Finally, in the case fm = Id for some m > 1, where m

is the least possible with this property, the maximum of \Dfn\ is attained by

\Dp\ for some 1 < j < m. Since these derivatives satisfy (1) we conclude

from the above proof that (2) also holds in this case.   D

Theorem 1. There exists an absolutely continuous invariant probability for f e
sf*.

Proof. If / has parameters (a, b), then the inverse f~x has parameters (b, a).

Therefore, from Proposition 2, Dfn and Df~n are uniformly bounded away

from zero and infinity. Hence the function <p(x) = sup„eZ \Dfn(x)\ is well

defined and satisfies <p(f(x))\Df(x)\ = (p{x). Consequently dß(x) = q>(x)dx

defines an absolutely continuous invariant measure for /. Note from Propo-

sition 2 that p. is equivalent to Lebesgue measure. Normalising (p by the

L '-norm we obtain an invariant probability.   D

Now we derive a formula for the rotation number of / e sf * in terms of its

parameters.

Theorem 2. Let f € sf* have parameters {a, b) and derivatives a, ß on

[0, b), [b, 1) respectively. Then the rotation number p of f is given by

i* 1   /,    ß      ,       b     ,, ab
(3) p(a,b) = log- /log- = ^r—a/loë{l_m_a).

Proof. Suppose p is irrational. Then / is uniquely ergodic and we let p be its

unique invariant probability. From Theorem 1 we conclude that p. is equivalent

to Lebesgue measure and therefore there are no wandering intervals for /. Let

h be given by h(x) = p[0, jc) . It is well known that h is a conjugacy between

/ and the pure rotation by p. Since p = p[0, /(0)) = p[0, a) and p. is

/-invariant, we obtain p = p[0, a) - p{f~l[0, a)) = p[b, 1). Now from the

Ergodic Theorem and Proposition 2 we have

0 =   lim -log\Df{x)\ =   i\og\Df(x)\dß(x),
«-»oo n J

which implies

0 = p[0,b) loga+ ß[b, 1] log^ = (1-/7) loga + p logy?.

The above equation gives (3) in the case p is irrational. Finally, suppose p =

p/q in its irreducible form. Then we know that there exists a periodic point xn

with least period q and there are no periodic points with least period strictly less
than q . Therefore from Proposition 1 we deduce that fq = Id and /?_1 esf*.

Now studying the orbit of any point xq we conclude that p is the number

of times this orbit visits the interval [b, 1 ). Since every point is periodic of

period q and the derivative of fq is identically equal to 1 we obtain the relation

ai-p ßp = i . Applying logarithms we conclude that equation (3) is also satisfied

in this case.   D
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Theorem 3. Let f e sf* have irrational rotation number. Then the density of

the unique invariant probability for f is given by

1 a
(4)

ca,ß     ax + ß(l-x) '

where the normalising constant ca « is given by -z-log — .
,H ß — a        a

Proof. A direct computation shows that the above density satisfies the func-

tional equation

<p(x) = <p(f(x))\Df(x)\ ,

and defines a probability measure. Therefore the result follows. However, we

show how the expression was originally derived. We first note that for every

n > 1 we have

b„a„ + (l -bn)ßn = 1 ,

and therefore by Proposition 1 we obtain

(5) bnan + {\-bn)anP- =  1 .
a

Since the sequence {b„} is dense in [0, 1), there exists a subsequence b„k

converging to a given x e (0, 1). Now from (5) the limit limfc_00a„/t = à

exists and satisfies the equation

xà + (l -x)ä —  =   1.
a

From the above we obtain

a
a

ax + ß(l -x) '

Using a simple geometric argument (the fact that the area under the graph of

Dfn(x) is one and that an — aßn/ß ) we conclude that a = sup„6Z \Df(x)\.

As used in Theorem 2, this supremum is an invariant density and after normal-
ising we obtain (4).   D

2. The renormalization map

Following Rauzy [Ral,2], we define a renormalization map T acting on sf =

sf*U{ld} in the following way. Let fesf* have parameters {a,b) and let /

be the largest of the intervals [0, a) and [0, b). Then the renormalization map

T(f): [0, 1) -* [0, 1) is obtained by inducing the map f on I and rescaling /

to the unit interval. If a ^ b, then T(f) esf* and as a map on the parameter

space Q = (0, 1) x (0, 1), T(f) has parameters

(6) T{a,b) = {

.a-b   b.    ...

.a   b-a.     .-       ,
i-y—a)    ¿a<b

If a = b, then T(f) is the identity map on [0, 1). By identifying the points
(1,0) and (0, 1) to the identity map, and considering it to be a fixed point of

the renormalization map, we obtain an extension of T to sf = Q U {(1, 0) ~
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\-p(a,b)

p(a,b) a

Figure 2

(0, 1)}. Putting a topology on sf induced by the quotient topology on Q U

{(1, 0) ~ (0, 1)}, we note that T is continuous on sf* and discontinuous at
the identity map.

Let &~ be the foliation of sf* = Q by the curves p(a, b) — const, where

p(a, b) is given in (3) (see Figure 2). Including in & the singular leaf con-

sisting of the identity map and associating it to the rotation number zero, SF

becomes a foliation of sf . We recall that M = £%* u {Id} is the set of pure

rotations, where the identity map is regarded as pure rotation by angle zero.

Proposition3. The foliation SF is invariant under the renormalization map T,

and the leaf through f ~ (a, b) intersects M in (p, 1 - p), where p is the
rotation number of f.

Proof. Let p — p(a, b) and suppose a > b . From (3) we have

(7)
bi-P

{\-a)x-P       (I-by

Note that in this case p > 1/2. Now let s be the rotation number of T(f) ~

T(a, b). Then using the expression of T in (6) we obtain

a-b, (a-b)b a- b.£/d_«z*) = fiSLz£¿£/((i-£)(i-£z£))V
a ' {      \-b>       \(\-b)a ' {[      an       \-b)]!   '

and after a simplification we get

,i-i

1 -a) \-s \-b '

Comparing with (7) we conclude that 5 = 2-1//?. Therefore T takes the leaf
of y corresponding to the maps f e sf with rotation number p e (1/2, 1)
to the leaf with rotation number 2 - \/p .

A similar computation for a < b, which is equivalent to p = p(a, b) e

(0, 1/2), shows that the rotation number of T(f) is given by p/{\ - p). Fi-

nally, if a = b (i.e. p(a, b) = 1/2) we have T(f) = Id, which has rotation
number zero and corresponds to the singular leaf of &~.   D
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a        y(a, b)

Figure 3

Now define a function ^:gu{(l,0)~(0, 1)}

a

y/(a,b)

a+ 1 - b
b

(0, 1) by

if (a, b) e Q and a < b,

if (a, b) eQ and a > b,

if (a, 6) = (1,0)* (0,1)
b + l-a

1/2,

We note that the function yi is continuous on Q and discontinuous on {(1,0)

~ (0, 1)}. The level curves y/ = const define a continuous foliation SF' of

sf* (see Figure 3), which is transverse to F. We also note that ¿ft is the
leaf of F ' corresponding to the level curve y/ = 1 ¡2. Moreover, the leaf

corresponding to y/ = s e (0, 1) intersects the diagonal {a = b} at the point

(s,s).

Theorem 4. The set of pure rotations ¿M is an attractor for the renormalization

map T.

Proof. If we show that

(8) \y/(T(a,b))-\/2\ < \y/(a,b)-l/2\ ,

for all b ^ 1 - a, then it means that the renormalization map T takes a point

in a leaf of F ' to another leaf of F ' which is strictly closer to S% . Since
the only T-invariant leaf of F ' is ¿% , the result follows. Hence, it remains

to prove (8).

If a = b, then yt(a, a) — a and T(a, a) = Id, therefore (8) is satisfied
in this case since i^(Id) = 1/2. The open unit square Q with the restrictions

b t¿ 1 -a and a ^ b is divided into four triangles. Since the function (p{a, b) =

\y/(a, b)- 1/2| satisfies <p{l -a,l-b) = <p(a, b) and tp(T(l -a,\-b)) =
<p{T(a, b)), for all (a, b) e Q, we need only to check (8) on the interior of the
semi-open triangles D\ - {(a, b): a < b, b > 1 - a} and D2 = {(a, b): a >
b, b>\-a).

The function (p on D\ U D2 is given by

f a-(l-b)

2<p(a,b) = {
a + {\

b-{\

b)
a)

I b + {\-a)

if {a,b) eD\,

if {a,b)eD2.
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F(X)

We note that Di\jD2D{ld} is invariant under T. Therefore it remains to check

(8) for (a, b) in any of the sets of the form D, n T~xDj with i, j = 1,2.

Suppose (a,b)eDln T~XDX ; then

2<p(T(a,b)) =

a (\ b~a\ tl-a\ M U\
¿-(1-T^)       a(—)-(l-b)

a     ,,     b - a, /1 — ax     ..     ,.

and since \- a <b we conclude that ^.(r(a, b)) < q>(a, b) in this case. Now

suppose (a, b) efl| n T~XD2 ; then

2p(r(fl,¿>)) = M-a;     K      b] b-(l-a)  < a-(l-Ô)

for all (a, b) e D\ . Therefore, in this case, we also have <p{T(a, b)) < tp(a, b).

The cases (a, b) e D2 n T~XD\ and (a, è) e I>2 f~l T~lD2 can be treated in a

similar way. This finishes the proof of (8) and the theorem.   G

In order to understand the dynamics of T around the attractor 31, we will

need to recall some properties of the so-called backward continued fraction map

of the interval. This is the map F:[0, 1) -> [0, 1) defined by

F(P) = <

j?—,     for0<p<\
1 - p 2

P
for - < p < 1

The graph of this map is shown in Figure 4. We note that F induces a dif-

ferentiate map of the circle, with one indifferent fixed point at the origin
(i.e. DF(0) — 1 ). This map admits an invariant measure with infinite mass

and with density l/(x(l - x)). The relation between F and the renormal-

ization map T is expressed by the equation T(p, 1 - p) = (F(p), 1 - F{p)).

Therefore the dynamics of T on the attractor 31 is conjugate to F acting on

the unit interval.
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Consider the partition of the interval [0,1) given by A = [0, 1/2) and

B = [ 1 ¡2, 1 ). For each x e [0, 1 ) define a string of non-negative integers c, =
Cj(x) in the following way. If x e A , then let c\ be the first time the forward

orbit of x under F leaves A, i.e. FJ(x) e A for j e {0, 1, • • • , c\ - 1} and

Fc' (x) & A . Let c2 be the number of times the forward orbit of FC{ (x) stays

in B before it returns to A , i.e. FCl+J(x) e B for j e {0, 1, • ■ • , c2 - 1} and

FC2(x) £ B . Inductively define cn as the number of times the forward orbit of

FCn(x) stays in the same atom of the partition before visiting the other atom.

In the case x e B define c\ = 0, and let c2, c^, •■■ be defined inductively as

before. If one of the integers c, is infinite, then stop the sequence.

We make the convention that l/oo = 0 in what follows. Using the fact that

for every n > 1 we have F(l/n) = l/(« - 1) and F(n/(n + 1)) = (n - 1)/« , it

is not difficult to prove that the continued fraction expansion of every number

x e [0, 1 ) is given by

(9) x = -!-j-.

(c, + l) +-j-

Let d denote a distance on [0,1) compatible with the circle identification.

From the dynamics of F on the continued fraction expansion of a number we

note that if x\, x2 e [0, 1) are irrational numbers, then d(Fn(x{), Fn(x2))

converges to zero as n —> oo if and only if there exists N > 1 such that

the continued fraction expansion of FN(x\) and FN(x2) coincides. This is

equivalent to the existence of k > 1  such that c,(xi) = c¡(x2) for all i > k

and Y,kj=i ciix\) = Ylj=i ciixi) ■ we define an equivalence relation on [0, 1)

by setting Xi ~ x2 if there exists k > 1 satisfying the latter property.

Now let A+ denote the open upper triangle {(a, b) e Q: a < b) and let

A~ be the semi-open lower triangle {(a, b) e Q: a > b} . Replacing the map

F by the renormalization map T in the above definition of the sequence c,

and taking A = A+ U {Id} and B = A~ as a partition of sf , we obtain for

each / e sf a sequence c, = c¡(f), i > 1, corresponding to the successive

number of times the orbit of / under T stays in A or B . Using Proposition

3 we realise that the rotation number p of f has continued fraction expansion

given by (9), where c, = c,(/). This shows that the renormalization map can

be used to determine the continued fraction expansion of the rotation number

of any member of the class sf . The equivalence relation on [0,1) defined

above induces an equivalence relation on the leaves of the foliation F in the

following way. Two leaves L, = {/ e sf:p(f) = /?,}, / = 1, 2, are said to be

equivalent if p\ ~ p2. This is needed in our final result.

Theorem 5. The foliation F under the above equivalence is the stable manifold

foliation of the attractor 31.

Proof. Let R„ be the pure rotation by a . Suppose f esf has rotation number

p and satisfies

lim í/oo(r(/ía),rB(/)) = o,
n—>oo

where d^ denotes the supremum distance.   Since T preserves the foliation
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F, and 31 is an attractor for T, we also have

lim d00(Tn{f),Tn(Rp)) = 0.
n—>oo

Hence, from the fact that T restricted to 3¿ is conjugate to F acting on
[0, 1), we conclude that d(Fn(p), F "(a)) converges to zero as n -* oo . This

shows that p ~ a.
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